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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN MARKETING
ABSTRACT
The citation network of the International Journal of Research in Marketing (IJRM) is
examined from 1981 to 1995.  We propose a model that contains log-linear and log-
multiplicative terms to estimate simultaneously the importance, cohesion, and structural
equivalence of journals in the network across time.  Our findings show that the overall
importance of IJRM in its network is low but growing.  The importance of psychology journals
in the network appears to be decreasing.  Clear cohesive and structurally equivalent groups of
core marketing, methodology, managerial and psychology journals with distinct functions in the
network are identified.  Recommendations for future citation research are offered.
JEL-code : M30, M31
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INTRODUCTION
In social networks, actors engage in interactions to exchange valued resources.  Citation
networks are specific social networks in which the actors are journals, articles, or authors, the
valued resources are ideas and knowledge, and the interactions are citations from one actor to
other actors.  The goal of citation analysis is to describe the citation network as a whole and to
understand the influence and role of specific actors and groups of actors in the network.
The burgeoning of citation research has resulted in a growing management and marketing
literature on the topic (e.g., Cote, Leong and Cote 1991; Jobber and Simpson 1988; Johnson and
Podsakoff 1994; Leong 1989; Pecotich and Everett 1990; Zinkhan, Roth and Saxton 1992).  Our
study tries to build on this literature in three important ways.
 First, previous citation research has emphasized a single aspect of networks or has
examined various aspects independently.  For instance, some studies have focused on the
influence of specific journals (Jobber and Simpson 1988; Johnson and Podsakoff 1994), while
others have described the relations between journals in terms of mutual citations (Hamelman and
Mazze 1973; Leong 1989).  A few studies have examined both the roles that journals play in
their networks and their influence, but different methodologies were used to investigate these
issues (Rice, Borgman and Reeves 1988; Zinkhan, Roth and Saxton 1992).  This study examines
citation networks with a unified methodology, as will be explained below.
Second, citation research has emphasized the study of networks at one particular point in
time.  This appears to be generally true in social network theory.  Salancik (1995) points out that
network research has underemphasized why a network looks the way it does, why it changes,
and why it does not.  Hoffman and Holbrook (1993) recently urged researchers to take the time
dimension more explicitly into account and to investigate dynamic aspects of citation networks.
This study examines a citation network across a period of 15 years.
Third, previous citation research has employed predominantly descriptive methodologies
to examine networks.  Usually, various indicators of citation activity are calculated and
interpreted, but no statistical tests of model adequacy are reported.  The work of Pecotich and
Everett (1990) is an exception.  In reviewing social network research in marketing, Iacobucci
(1996) recommends that more work be conducted in which inferential instead of descriptive
methodologies are used to investigate network structure and changes in structure over time.  This
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study applies log-linear and log-multiplicative analysis to examine a specific citation network
over time.
Our analysis concerns the evolving citation network of the International Journal of
Research in Marketing (IJRM) between 1981 and 1995.  In an earlier citation analysis, Jobber
and Simpson (1988, p. 139) indicated that two years after its birth, the number of citations that
IJRM received from other journals “must be encouraging to its editorial board.”  In a follow-up
study, Pecotich and Everett (1990, p. 202) argued that “new journals such as International
Journal of Research in Marketing … will tend to grow in importance as they build up a body of
published work.”  This study was spurred by these remarks to examine the development of
IJRM’s importance in the marketing field and, more generally, to examine the evolution of
IJRM’s citation network over time.  In the next section, the aspects of IJRM’s citation network
that we selected for study are introduced, together with the methodology to examine them.
IMPORTANCE, COHESION, AND STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE
 IN CITATION NETWORKS
Two questions that are frequently of interest in citation analysis are (1) how important are
journals in their network, and (2) which journals in the network are similar to each other because
of either strong mutual citation relationships or similar patterns of sending and receiving
relationships.  These questions and the issues that follow from them are addressed below.
Importance of journals
In the context of citation analysis a journal is important to the extent that it is cited by
other journals.  Journals that are cited frequently by other journals are a source of knowledge for
others, and they play an important role in the diffusion of knowledge.  Importance is sometimes
called impact, influence, popularity or prestige in citation analysis (Jobber and Simpson 1988;
Wasserman and Faust 1994).
The Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) measures journal impact as the average number
of citations that an article in a journal receives.  This index corrects for differences in the number
of articles published, but otherwise is based simply on the raw number of citations received.
Another measure of importance is based on the volume of unreciprocated relations in which an
actor is involved (cf. Knoke and Burt 1982).  For example, Rice, Borgman and Reeves (1988)
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and Zinkhan, Saxton and Roth (1992) assessed journal importance as the ratio of the number of
citations sent to the number of citations received.  Several other measures of journal importance
in citation networks have been proposed as well (Knoke and Burt 1982; Salancik 1986; Scott
1991; Wasserman and Faust 1994).
Cohesion and structural equivalence of journals
Journals can be similar either because they cite each other frequently or because they
have a similar pattern of sending and receiving relationships with other journals.  In the former
case we speak of cohesion, in the latter case of structural equivalence (Burt 1983).
Cohesion is based on the exchange of citations between journals. Journals that cite each
other frequently form cohesive groups or cliques that cover a specific content area or domain of
expertise.  Previous research has explored cohesion between communication journals (Rice,
Borgman, and Reeves 1988), between journals in the citation network of the J urnal of
Consumer Research (Zinkhan, Saxton and Roth 1992), and between journals in the citation
network of the International Journal of Research in Marketing (Pecotich and Everett 1990; see
also Everett and Pecotich 1991; Everett 1994), among others.
Structural equivalence is based on the pattern of sending and receiving relationships with
other journals. Journals that cite the same journals or that are cited by the same journals but that
do not cite each other are structurally equivalent, but not cohesive. Since two journals may have
a similar pattern of citing other journals but a different pattern of being cited by other journals
(or the other way around), structural equivalence in sending and in receiving citations should be
examined separately.  Journals with a similar pattern of citing other journals draw from the same
“source” journals (i.e., they build on a similar knowledge base).  Journals with a similar pattern
of being cited by other journals are a source of knowledge for the same “destination” journals.
An analysis of structural equivalence is sometimes called a positional analysis (Burt 1983)
because it identifies journals that are similar or equivalent in their position as senders or
receivers in the citation network.  Rice, Borgman and Reeves (1988) examined structural
equivalence in a citation network of communication journals.  Doreian (1985, 1988; Doreian and
Fararo 1985) analyzed structural equivalence in citation networks of psychology, geography, and
sociology journals. To our knowledge, structural equivalence has so far not been examined in
marketing citation networks, and cohesion and structural equivalence have not been examined
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simultaneously in citation analysis. Moreover, previous research has predominantly used
descriptive methodologies, such as MDS and cluster analysis, to explore cohesion and structural
equivalence.
Evolution of citation networks
Evolution in the importance, cohesion, and structural equivalence of journals in citation
networks has received limited attention to date.  The few studies exploring network evolution
have emphasized changes in journal importance.  For example, Rice, Borgman and Reeves
(1988) examined changes in the importance of communication journals between 1977 and 1985.
Few studies have investigated changes in cohesion and structural equivalence across time
explicitly (see Doreian 1988 for some initial work).
In the next section we introduce our methodology to examine importance, cohesion and
structural equivalence in IJRM’s evolving network from 1981 to 1995.
EXPLORING JOURNAL IMPORTANCE, COHESION, AND
STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE OVER TIME
Citation data are commonly gathered in a sociomatrix, a square matrix in which the cell
entries denote the number of citations that a particular row-journal sends to a particular column-
journal.  Citations in a network are directional because citations from journal A to journal B
differ from citations from journal B to journal A.  The diagonal of the citation matrix contains
citations from the journal to itself (i.e., self-citations).  If the network is examined over time,
multiple citation matrices are available.
To explore journal importance, cohesion and structural equivalence over time, we
propose a time-heterogeneous log-multiplicative model that is presented in equation 1.  After
































The model is specified for the three-way citation matrix formed by the variables S, R, P,
with S (i = 1, …, s) for Sending citations as the row variable, R (j = 1, …, r) for Receiving
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citations as the column variable, and P (k = 1, …, p) for Period as the grouping variable.  Sand R
form a square citation matrix of dimension L = s × r, and P denotes the number of time periods
under investigation (i.e., the number of citation matrices available).
The term Fijk denotes the expected cell frequency, and zijk is a weight vector.  The weight
vector ensures that structurally zero cells do not influence the results of the analyses, as will be
explained below.  The u terms in the model are standard log-linear parameters.  They are
identified with effect coding, expressing them as deviations from the average effect: Σ u = 0, Σ u2
= 1.  The parameter δijk estimates the effects of self-citations in the diagonal of the citation
matrices (i.e., δijk = 0 for i ≠ j and free otherwise). By estimating separate parameters for the
diagonal elements of the matrices, we ensure that self-citations do not influence estimates of the
importance, cohesion and structural equivalence of journals.1]  The term Σξψξ denotes a
symmetric log-multiplicative term, and Σµφν denotes an asymmetric log-multiplicative term
(Clogg and Shihadeh 1994; Goodman 1979, 1991).  We will now explain the various terms in
equation 1 in more detail.
Exploring importance
The log-linear parameters in the model provide information about the importance of
journals in the citation network.  Importance of journals is indicated by the number of citations
received from other journals in the network, and the log-linear parameters that model the column
effects in the citation matrices express this (cf. Iacobucci and Wasserman 1988).  The uR
parameter assesses average journal importance across all time periods.  This is in line with
Pecotich and Everett (1989) who assessed journal importance in a single time period with log-
linear parameters of the column effect as well (see also Everett and Pecotich, 1991, and Everett,
1994).  The uRP parameter in the model for the column-by-grouping interaction expresses period-
specific deviations of journal importance from the average importance across all time periods
(see the discussion of evolution later in this section). The sum of R and uRP indicates the
importance of each journal in each time period P.
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Exploring cohesion and structural equivalence
Equation 1 contains a symmetric and an asymmetric log-multiplicative term (Goodman
1991; Clogg and Shihadeh 1994) to model respectively the cohesion and the structural
equivalence of journals in the citation network.  The terms are particular restricted interactions
that model the similarity in sending and receiving relationships in the citation network over time.
Specifically, the two-variable interaction of S and R and the three-variable interaction of S, R and


























The asymmetric log-multiplicative term, Σµφν, is the product of three sources (ignoring
the period subscript k for the moment): (1) an intrinsic level of association in the n-th dimension,
φn, (2) the row score of journal i in the n-th dimension, µin, and (3) the column score of journal j
in the n-th dimension, νjn.  Essentially, the log-multiplicative term scales the row and column
scores of the citation matrix in order to produce the largest possible linear-by-linear interaction
between S and R.  For N > 1 (or M > 1) multiple dimensions of association are allowed to
account for the association between S and R.  Row and column scores are identified by fixing
their mean to 0 and their standard deviation to 1.  Furthermore, the scores in different dimensions
are restricted to be orthogonal.  The symmetric log-multiplicative term, Σξψξ, is a special case of
the asymmetric term in which the row and column scores are specified to be the same.
In our  model, cohesion between journals is captured by the term Σξψξ.  Journals with
similar scores on the symmetric term will be cohesive, and journals with different scores will not
be cohesive. To illustrate how the symmetric log-multiplicative term models cohesion, we will
show how the scores of journals reproduce the appropriate citation matrix. Consider the
following simple example involving four journals (i.e., s = r = 4), one period (i.e., p = 1) and one
dimension (i.e., M = 1). Assume that the scores of the four journals on the symmetric component
are: ξ’ = [ -.45 -.40 .20 .30] and that the intrinsic association is ψ = 40.  The scores on the
symmetric term indicate that journals 1 and 2 (respective scores -.45 and -.40) are cohesive, and
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that journals 3 and 4 are cohesive (respective scores .20 and .30), and that journals 1 and 2
entertain little to no citation relationships with journals 3 and 4.
The citation matrix that is implied by this specification (which is obtained by multiplying


















Inspection of the matrix shows that it has expected properties.  First, all citation
relationships are symmetric, as required.  Second, there are two cohesive subgroups or cliques of
journals that are connected by strong mutual citation relationships (cf. Burt 1983; Rice et al.
1988).  The first clique consists of journals 1 and 2, and the second clique contains journals 3 and
4.  The journals in each clique cite each other heavily, but the two cliques do not communicate
with each other. Thus, the cohesion of journals can be assessed by comparing their scores in ξ.
In our model, structural equivalence between journals is captured by the asymmetric log-
multiplicative term Σµφν.  Consider again a simple example involving four journals, one period
and one dimension.  Assume that µ’ = [-.45 -.35 .20 .35], ν’ = [-.55 .50 -.40 .40], and ϕ = 30.
The row scores indicate that both journals 1 and 2, and journals 3 and 4 have a similar pattern of
sending citations in the network. The column scores indicate that both journals 1 and 3, and
journals 2 and 4 have a similar pattern of receiving citations from the network. The citation


















Inspection of the citation matrix shows that the journals in the network are generally not
connected by cohesive bonds (with the possible exception of journals 2 and 3).  However, some
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of the journals have very similar patterns of citation relationships with other journals.
Specifically, journals 1 and 2 both cite journals 1 and 3 heavily but do not cite journals 2 and 4.
The opposite pattern characterizes the sending relationships of journals 3 and 4.  Furthermore,
journals 1 and 3 are cited heavily by journals 1 and 2 and not at all by journals 3 and 4.  The
opposite is true for the receiving relationships of journals 2 and 4.  Journals 1 and 2 on the one
hand and journals 3 and 4 on the other hand have structurally equivalent sending relationships
with other journals, while journals 1 and 3 on the one hand and journals 2 and 4 on the other
hand have structurally equivalent receiving relationships (cf. Burt 1983; Rice et al. 1988).  Thus,
the structural equivalence of journals can be assessed by comparing their scores in µ and ν.
The use of log-multiplicative terms in our model has important advantages over
alternative model formulations. Compared to log-linear formulations, log-multiplicative
formulations require significantly fewer parameters. For example, degrees of freedom for the
symmetric log-multiplicative term are (S – M) (R – M – 1), with M for the number of dimensions
required. In a single dimension, this would leave 6 df for the 4 x 4 matrices provided earlier. A
log-linear formulation of cohesion would require parameters for each of the s(s-1)/2 dyadic
relations between journals in the matrices in addition to the row and column parameters, which
would leave 0 df for a 4 x 4 matrix. Another advantage over log-linear terms is that log-
multiplicative terms have attractive geometric properties that allow graphical presentations of
their results (row and column scores) (Goodman 1991; Clogg and Shihadeh 1994). This is
particularly useful when large matrices are examined, as is usually the case in citation analysis.
An advantage over descriptive methodologies in citation research such as MDS and
cluster analysis, is that log-multiplicative formulations allows tests of model adequacy. Finally,
log-multiplicative terms allow a simultaneous analysis of cohesion and structural equivalence in
a single framework, where previous research has usually applied multiple methodologies
sequentially.
Exploring evolution
The model in equation 1 examines evolution in journal importance, cohesion and
structural equivalence. Evolution in importance is modeled through the log-linear interaction
parameters between receiving citations and time period, uRP.  The relative magnitude of these
effects over time can be used to track changes in the importance of journals in the network.
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To examine evolution in journal cohesion and structural equivalence, the two
multiplicative terms are specified as conditional or multi-group terms (Clogg and Shihadeh
1994).  This is indicated by the subscript k in the row and column scores, and in the intrinsic
levels of association in equations 1 and 2.  The subscript k indicates the number of time periods
under study.  Equation 1 offers the most general model formulation, in which separate intrinsic
levels of association and separate row and column scores are estimated for each time period.  To
examine more specific hypotheses about evolution in cohesion and structural equivalence, the
row and column scores, and the intrinsic levels of association can be restricted to be stable across
time (Clogg and Shihadeh 1994).  In addition, the intrinsic level of association can be modeled as
a (linear or higher-order) function of time as in regression analysis (cf. Luijkx 1994).  In the
results section, specific restricted versions of the model in equation 1 will be estimated to
examine evolution of the citation network over time.
When a citation network is tracked over time, not all journals may be present at all times.
Over time new journals may enter the network and existing journals may exit the network.  If a
journal enters the network late, the row and column marginals of the journal in the earlier time
periods are zero.  Yet, unlike observed zeros which occur when an existing journal does not send
or receive citations, zero cells of journals that enter late in the network are structurally zero.
Likewise, journals that exit the network before the end of the observation period cannot send
citations to other journals in the network.  After exiting, these journals have structurally zero row
marginals in the citation matrix. Of course, one could examine only the journals that are present
during the whole time period under study. Yet that might seriously reduce the number of journals
in the sample, and it might lead to biased conclusions about the importance, cohesion and
structural equivalence of present and absent journals. The model in equation 1 allows journals to
have structural zeros in one or more time periods.  It accommodates structural zeros in the
citation network by applying a weight vector, zijk, to the log-frequency term (cf., Clogg and
Eliason 1987).  The weight vector ensures that estimated frequencies of structural zeros are
actually zero.
In summary, the proposed model examines the importance, cohesion, and structural
equivalence of journals in a citation network simultaneously, and it allows explorations of the
evolution of the network over time. The model takes self-citations into account, and it
accommodates journals that enter the network late or exit from it early. The log-multiplicative
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parameters can be displayed graphically, which facilitates the identification of cliques of
cohesive and groups of structurally equivalent journals in the network.
Estimation and model selection
To examine evolution in journal importance, cohesion, and structural equivalence, nested
versions of the model in equation 1 are examined.  All models are estimated with ML, using the
program LEM (Vermunt 1997).  Degrees of freedom for the models are obtained by df = number
of non-zero fitted cells – number of estimable parameters (Clogg and Eliason 1987).
Model selection is based on the difference in the likelihood-ratio chi-square (L2) between
nested models, and on the absolute value of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Long
1997; Vermunt 1997).  Differences in the L2 of nested models indicate the contribution of
specific terms or the effect of restrictions on the model.  The BIC is a conditional information
index that compares the tested model with the saturated model.  In the context of log-linear and
log-multiplicative models, it is calculated as BIC = L2 – logN df, where N is the number of
observations and f is the degrees of freedom. The lower the value of BIC, the more information
a particular model contains, relative to the number of parameters it requires.  If BIC is smaller
than 0, the estimated model is more likely than the saturated model.
In the next section the sample of journals in IJRM’s citation network and other
methodological details are described.  Then, estimation results are offered.
METHOD
Most citation data were collected from the Journal Citation Reports of the Social Science
Citation Index (SSCI).  The International Journal of Research in Marketing (IJRM) was not
included in the SSCI Journal Citation Reports until 1996.  Hence, all citations from IJRM to the
other journals and vice versa were counted by examining the reference lists of all articles
published in the journals across the selected periods.
Sampling of journals for this study was done as follows.  First, journals were selected that
were consistently sampled in previous studies of citation networks in marketing (e.g., Jobber and
Simpson 1988; Leong 1989; Zinkhan, Roth and Saxton 1992).  Second, four volumes of IJRM
(1984, 1987, 1990 and 1993) were consulted and the number of citations that IJRM made to
other journals were counted.  Journals which were cited frequently by IJRM, but which had not
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been included in the first selection step, were added to the list.  This led to the selection of a final
set of twenty journals that comprise IJRM’s core citation network.
The sample contains, in addition to IJRM, the following 19 journals (in alphabetic order):
Econometrica (Eco), European Journal of Marketing (EJM), Harvard Business Review (HBR),
Industrial Marketing Management (IMM), Journal of Advertising (JA), Journal of Advertising
Research (JAR), Journal of Business Research (JBR), Journal of Consumer Research (JCR),
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (JESP), Journal of Marketing (JM), Journal of
Marketing Research (JMR), Journal of the Market Research Society (JMRS), Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP), Journal of Retailing (JR), Management Science
(ManS), Marketing Science (MarS), Psychological Bulletin (PB), Psychological Review (PR),
and Psychometrika (Psy).
Citation data were collected from 1981 to 1995.  To control for annual fluctuations in
citation incidence, five three-year time periods were examined by pooling the yearly data: 1981-
1983, 1984-1986, 1987-1989, 1990-1992, and 1993-1995.  For each time period a 20 x 20
citation matrix was constructed, with the sampled journals in both rows and columns and with
the number of citations that a row-journal makes to a column-journal in a particular time period
in the cells of the matrix.  Since the first complete volume of IJRM appeared in 1984, the journal
is absent from the first time period.  This allows us to examine the evolution of the marketing
network under study after the introduction of IJRM.  The row and column entries for IJRM in the
citation matrix of the first time period are structurally zero.
RESULTS
Citations in IJRM’s network
In Table 1, the total number of citations that each journal sends to (S) and receives from
(R) the other journals in the network in each time period is indicated, as well as the number of
self-citations of each journal (D).
*** Insert Table 1 about here ***
Across the four relevant time periods that IJRM was included in the network, the journal
sent 41% of all its citations inside the network of 20 journals.  This is high but as expected
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because sampling was partly based on IJRM‘s citation relationships.  The remaining citations
were sent to a wide range of journals.  Adding extra journals to the network would increase the
number of citations captured by the network only minimally.  Other marketing journals sent
comparable, but somewhat lower, percentages of their citations inside the network: Journal of
Marketing (JM) 35%, Journal of Marketing Research (JMR) 38%, Journal of Consumer Research
(JCR) 34%.  The psychology, management and economics journals sent the lowest percentages
to other journals in the network.  For example, in 1995 Psychological Review and Psychological
Bulletin sent 10% and 14%, respectively, to other journals in the network, mostly to other
psychology journals.  The absolute number of citations that IJRM receives is low, but the figures
have risen sharply over time, from a single one in the second time period to 109 in the fifth time
period.
The number of self-citations varies widely across journals.  For instance, JMR had 674
self-citations in the last time period, 24% of the number of citations it received from other
journals in the network, while JCR had 1123 self-citations, 62% of the number of citations
received from other journals in the network.  This illustrates the importance of controlling for
self-citations in the network.
.
Accounting for citation patterns in IJRM’s network
Nested versions of the model in equation 1 are estimated to examine importance,
cohesion, and structural equivalence in the network over time.  First, importance, cohesion, and
structural equivalence are modeled with time-homogeneous, log-multiplicative terms (models 1
to 10), then evolution in the log-multiplicative terms (and in self-citations) is taken into account
as well (models 11 to 13).  Fit indices for the various models are presented in Table 2. Notation
in Table 2 follows Clogg and Shihadeh (1994) and Vermunt (1997).
*** Insert Table 2 about here ***
Models 1 to 3 serve as a baseline for comparisons with other models.  Model 1 is the
independence model in which the Sending (S), Receiving (R) and Time Period (P) variables are
assumed to be unrelated.  Both L2 (254654, with df = 1918) and BIC (232165) indicate that the
assumption of independence is not justified.  Apparently, citations from and to other journals in
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the network are not random. Model 2 examines the interaction effects of Sending with Time
Period (SP) and Receiving with Time Period (RP).  This model is significantly better than model
1, which means that significant differences exist in how journals send and receive citations over
time and that it is worthwhile to examine the evolution of the network.  Yet, in absolute terms
model 2 is still unsatisfactory.  Model 3 includes the interaction between Sending and Receiving
(SR).  It is a significant improvement over model 2, as shown by the large decrease in L2 and by
the negative and low value of BIC (–10659).  This indicates that the pattern of sending and
receiving relationships between journals in the network is highly systematic.  While model 3 fits
the data well, it provides little insight into the pattern of communication between journals, and it
needs a large number of additional parameters (difference in df between models 2 and 3 = 361).
Models 4 to 10 attempt to account for the association between Sending and Receiving
found in Model 3 in more parsimonious and theoretically interesting ways.  Model 4 is the quasi-
independence model.  It examines the independence of Sending and Receiving (S, R) after the
information in the main diagonal of the citation matrix has been accounted for.  The difference in
fit between model 2 and 4 indicates that a significant part of the interaction between Sending and
Receiving is due to self-citations (i.e., the difference between models 4 and 2 is L2= 147165, df =
20, BIC = 146930).  Still, model 4 does not fit the data adequately in an absolute sense.
Apparently, Sending and Receiving are not quasi-independent.
Models 5 to 10 introduce symmetric and asymmetric log-multiplicative terms.  Fit indices
are presented in Table 2.  Model 5 adds a time-homogenous, symmetric log-multiplicative term
in one dimension to Model 4.  Model 6 adds a time-homogeneous, asymmetric log-multiplicative
term in one dimension to Model 4.  In Table 2, RC(1) denotes a log-multiplicative term in one
dimension, and 6a and 5a indicate that the term is symmetric time-homogeneous, or asymmetric
time-homogeneous, respectively.  Subsequent models introduce symmetric and asymmetric
terms simultaneously and increase the dimensionality of the log-multiplicative term to 2.
Inspection of the table shows that with the addition of each successive term and dimension, the
fit of the model improves.  The final model (Model 10) contains a two-dimensional symmetric
term and a two-dimensional asymmetric term.  The fit of this model relative to the number of
required parameters is very good as indicated by a BIC value that is lower than that of the
benchmark model 3.  Hence, it is chosen as the starting point for exploring the evolution of the
network.
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In Model 10, the log-linear terms model evolution in journal importance (RP), but the
log-multiplicative terms that model cohesion and structural equivalence are time-homogenous.
They account for the interaction between Sending and Receiving (SR), but no attempt is made to
represent the evolution of cohesion and structural equivalence in the citation network.  Models
11 to 13 examine evolution in the citation network further by introducing time-heterogeneous
log-multiplicative terms.  In all three models, the diagonal parameters are allowed to vary freely
over time (DP in Table 2) to account for heterogeneity in self-citations.
Model 11 is the most general model.  Changes in the citation network across the five time
periods are represented by time-heterogeneous symmetric and asymmetric log-multiplicative
terms in two dimensions.  In this model, both the level of intrinsic association (ψ, φ) and the row
and column scores of the journals are allowed to vary freely over time.  If this proved to be the
best model, it would imply that IJRM’s citation network is different in each time period, and that
it is fundamentally incomparable across time.  On the practical side, the results from the model
would be difficult to interpret because of the large number of parameters required.  Inspection of
Table 2 shows that Model 11 has a good fit in terms of L2 but that it uses up many degrees of
freedom (528 more than Model 10).  As a result, its BIC is worse than that of Model 10, which
does not model evolution in the network at all.  Model 11 is not the best model.
Model 12 contains partially heterogeneous log-multiplicative terms.  The model restricts
the scores of the journals to be homogeneous over time, but it allows the levels of intrinsic
association to vary freely across the five time periods.  The BIC value indicates that Model 12 is
better than Model 11 or any previous model.  This result is of substantive interest because it
implies that the relative distances between the scores of the journals in IJRM’s network are
essentially similar across the five time periods.  This means that the network is comparable over
time and stable in its basic structure.
Model 13 examines linear trends in the intrinsic levels of association over time,
specifically ϕk = ϕ0 + ϕ1 * k (cf. Luijkx 1994; Vermunt 1997).  Inspection of Table 2 shows that
this model is an improvement over Model 12 in terms of its BIC value.  The BIC of model 13 is
the lowest of all models (–10927).  Also, the L2 of model 13 is 3% of the L2 of model 1, the
independence model. Hence, it accounts for 97% of the total amount of non-independence or
association that is present in the SRP-matrix.  Based on these results, model 13 is chosen as the
final model, and we examine its substantive results next.
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Importance of journals in IJRM’s network
In Table 3 the importance of journals in each of the five time periods is presented.  The
last column contains the mean importance scores across the five time periods.  Journal
importance in each time period is the sum of the overall importance and deviation per time
period (uR + uRP) based on Model 13. The parameters are scaled such that the sum of the
importance scores across journals is zero for each time period.  Thus, a value of zero indicates
that the importance of a journal is the average in that period.  Negative values indicate lower than
average importance, positive values indicate higher than average importance.
*** Insert Table 3 about here ***
Inspection of Table 3 indicates that across the entire 15-year period the most important
journals in the network were Journal of Marketing Research (JMR: 2.70), Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology (JPSP: 2.19), Journal of Consumer Research (JCR: 1.97), Journal of
Marketing (JM: 1.84), and Psychological Bulletin (PB: 1.63).  The least important journals in the
network were International Journal of Research in Marketing (IJRM: −2.78), Marketing Science
(MarS: −2.61), European Journal of Marketing (EJM: −2.35), and Journal of the Market
Research Society (JMRS: −1.82).
Table 3 identifies several journals with steep growth paths over time.  The importance of
the International Journal of Research in Marketing (IJRM) has grown substantially from –5.09 in
the period 1984-1986 to –1.06 in the period 1993-1995.  Although the importance of IJRM in the
final time period is still lower than average, it is already higher than that of EJM, JA, JMRS, and
IMM.  Marketing Science (MarS) experienced the most dramatic growth from –14.04 in 1981-
1983 to .74 in 1993-1995. The very low importance of Marketing Science in the period 1981-
1983 is partially due to the fact that the journal was established in 1982, in the middle of the
period, and hence was zero times until 1983 (see Table 1).
Table 3 also shows that the importance of non-marketing journals in the network has
decreased over the years, notably the importance of Management Science (Ma S),
Psychometrika (Psy), Econometrica (Eco), Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP),
Psychological Review (PR) and Psychological Bulletin (PB).  Still, even in the final time period
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the importance of non-marketing journals, in particular of psychology journals, in this citation
network remains high.
Cohesion of journals in IJRM’s network
In Table 4, the row and column scores of the journals for the symmetric and asymmetric
log-multiplicative terms are presented, and in Figures 1 to 3 they are displayed graphically.
*** Insert Table 4 and Figures 1 to 3 about here ***
Figure 1 is a two-dimensional representation of the cohesion of journals in the network.
It shows clear cliques of mutually citing journals.  The first (horizontal) dimension distinguishes
psychology journals, located at the right of the plot, from business/economics journals, loc ted
towards the left of the plot.  The second (vertical) dimension differentiates methodological/
formal journals, located at the top of the plot, from substantive/empirical journals, located
towards the bottom of the plot.
Closer inspection shows a clique of marketing journals slightly to the left of the middle,
including JMR, JCR, IJRM, JMRS.  In the lower left portion of the plot, the management-
oriented journals cluster together (JBR, HBR and EJM).  In the upper part of the plot, the
method-oriented Management Science and Econometrica form a clique, and the two form a
looser cluster with Marketing Science and Psychometrika, as judged from their relative
closeness.  On the right side of the plot, the psychology journals form a loose cluster (PR, PB,
JESP, and JPSP).  It is apparent from Figure 1 that, despite its relatively low importance in the
network, IJRM entertains mutual citation relationships with core marketing journals.
Structural equivalence in IJRM’s network
 Figure 2 displays structural equivalence in the sending patterns of journals in the
network.  In the middle of the plot there is a tight cluster of journals that have a similar pattern of
citing other journals.  These journals apparently draw from the same journals as sources for their
knowledge.  In the periphery of the plot, journals are located that have a deviating pattern of
sending relationships in the network.  They either draw much less from the journals in the
network, or they draw from different journals in the network.
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The first (horizontal) dimension distinguishes the only economics journal in the network,
Econometrica (Eco), located on the left side of the plot, from two psychology journals (JESP,
JPSP), located on the right side of the plot.  Econometrica sends almost no citations to other
journals in the network (only 8 between 1993 and 1995, see Table 1).  The psychology journals
send many citations to other journals in the network, but mainly to other psychology journals and
not to the marketing journals.  Similar to the marketing journals, Psychological Bulletin (PB) and
Psychological Review (PR) send many citations to JPSP and to JESP, so they are located closer
to the marketing journals in the plot.
The second dimension distinguishes three marketing and management journals (IMM,
JAR, JA) that are oriented towards knowledge-transfer, at the bottom of the plot, from journals
(Psy, Eco, JPSP, JESP) that are oriented towards knowledge-development, at the top of the plot.
The sending pattern of the three journals at the bottom differs substantially from the other
journals.  For instance, in the period 1993-1995 IMM cited EJM 38 times, which is 45% of the
total number of citations EJM received in that period.  JAR made 124 citations to JA in the same
period, whereas only few journals cite JA extensively.
Figure 3 displays structural equivalence in the receiving patterns of journals in the
network.  A different picture emerges here.  The first (horizontal) dimension separates different
business journals and distinguishes journals with a macro/organizational focus (Eco, ManS,
HBR, EJM, IMM, MarS), located on the left, from journals with a micro/individual focus (JA,
JAR, JCR).  The second (vertical) dimension separates different psychology journals and
differentiates methodology, at the top (Psy), from theory, at the bottom (JPSP, JESP).  Journals
that are close to each other in the plot receive citations from the same journals.  For instance,
compared to the other journals Management Science (ManS) and HBR, which are close together
in the plot, receive a substantial portion of their citations from IJRM, JBR, and EJM.
Table 4 shows that for both cohesion and structural equivalence the first dimension
dominates the solution, as indicated by the magnitude of the intrinsic levels of association of the
first dimension relative to the second dimension.  It is apparent that the psychology journals and
the other journals form relatively close cliques of journals that cite each other frequently.  The
intrinsic association of the first dimension for cohesion has increased over time (.72), and the
intrinsic association of the second dimension has decreased (-.49).  This indicates that over time
the cliques of psychology journals on the one hand and of business and economics journals on
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the other hand have become tighter and more separated from each other, while the distinction
between methodological/formal journals and substantive/empirical journals has become less
pronounced . Table 4 also shows that over time the patterns of sending citations (3.42) and
receiving citations (2.38) have become more clearly distinguishable.  In other words, economics
and psychology have become even more separated from the core marketing and management
journals in their pattern of citing, and being cited by, other journals.
CONCLUSION
We have offered a methodology comprising log-linear and log-multiplicative terms to
examine simultaneously the importance, cohesion and structural equivalence of journals in
citation networks over time. The methodology accommodates partially missing journals, it
allows tests of model adequacy, and it enables graphical presentations of the results.
Application of the methodology to the evolving citation network of the Int rnational
Journal of Research in Marketing led to several interesting results. We observed clear
differences in the importance of journals in IJRM's citation network, a distinct structure in the
cohesion and structural equivalence of journals, and interesting changes over time.  Tight cliques
of journals that mutually cite each other were found, in particular cliques of psychology journals,
methodological/formal journals, managerial journals, and core marketing journals.  Within
cliques the incidence of reciprocating each other’s citations is high, and between cliques it is
lower.  Also, the analyses identified journals with distinct roles or positions in the citation
network.  For example, some journals play the role of feeder journals (e.g., Econometrica,
Psychometrika, and the psychology journals), and other journals are more oriented towards
knowledge-transfer than knowledge-development (e.g., Industrial Marketing Management,
Journal of Advertising Research, and Journal of Advertising). These patterns of cohesion and
structural equivalence would be difficult to discern by inspecting 5 matrices of 20-by-20
journals, or by applying various methodologies in sequence (e.g., Pecotich and Everett 1990;
Zinkhan, Roth and Saxton 1992).
The International Journal of Research in Marketing appears to be progressing toward a
position among the preferred journals in the marketing network, albeit at a slower pace than
some scholars expected directly after its start (Jobber and Simpson 1988; Pecotich and Everett
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1990). IJRM is positioned almost exactly at the center of the marketing network, with
connections to the key journals.
Our analyses indicate that the marketing field as a whole is maturing, and that it is
becoming an independent field of inquiry.  Marketing journals become more important in the
network and non-marketing journals become less important.  While psychology and economics
remain important feeder disciplines, the cohesion of marketing journals in terms of the frequency
mutual citations has been on the increase.
Discussion
The citation network under study is journal-centric because IJRM is the focus, and only
journals which are most intensely engaged in citation relationships with IJRM are examined.
Hence, results are conditional upon the specific journals selected.  If another marketing journal
had been focused upon, some currently present journals might not have been sampled, while
some currently absent journals might have been included.  As a result, the importance, cohesion
and structural of journals in the citation network might change somewhat.  The classic network
literature assumes that the network under study is closed, that is, it includes all actors.
Examining closed networks in consumer and industrial markets is already quite difficult, from a
data collection and analysis viewpoint.  Examining complete citation networks is virtually
impossible for most domains of academic inquiry, due to the large number of journals that
entertain at least some citation relationship with each other.  Despite such considerations, the
results of this study should be interpreted within the confinements of the present network (i.e.,
matrix-conditional).
In our model log-linear parameters of the columns in the citation matrix indicate journal
importance.  Because the column parameters are estimated simultaneously with other parameters
in the model, they estimate journal importance while “controlling” for other effects.  This
procedure corrects for the number of citations that journals send in the network.  Hence, it is
similar in spirit to indicators of net importance as used, for example, by Zinkhan, Roth and
Saxton (1992).  The validity of our measures is supported by their correlation with the Social
Science Citation Index (SSCI) impact scores.  Recall that the SSCI impact scores measure the
average number of citations that an article in a journal receives, and journals differ in the number
of articles they publish per year. Despite differences in calculation and in the number of journals
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involved in the calculations, the correlation between the SSCI impact score across the entire time
period and our mean importance scores of journals is .541 (n = 20; significant at p < .02).  Still,
alternative measures of importance in social networks exist (Iacobucci 1996; Salancik 1986;
Wasserman and Faust 1994), and applying them may lead to somewhat different results than
those obtained here.
Future Research
Follow-up studies could track IJRM’s citation network in the future, by adding additional
time periods when they become available.  In view of our results, it is unlikely that dramatic
changes in the cohesion and structural equivalence between journals in the network will occur in
the near future.  Perhaps the traditional “feeder” journals such as Econometrica and the
psychology journals will continue to lose importance in the longer run, and perhaps the core
marketing journals in network become more closely knit.
Future research could build on the proposed model in several ways.  For instance, it
might be interesting to extend the model by including explanatory variables for the importance or
cohesion between journals.  The importance of journals could be related to the broadness or
narrowness of their domain of investigation.  Developments in journal importance could be
related systematically to the first year of publication of journals.  In such studies, tests of linear
and higher-order trends in importance could be performed to determine if common patterns exist
in which journals gain in importance from their first date of publication onwards.
Future research might also apply the proposed model to other social networks, such as
networks of gift-giving or brand loyalty.  Previous research on brand loyalty and switching has
applied, among others, log-linear models of symmetry to find systematic patterns of brand
switching (e.g., Iacobucci, Henderson, Marcati and Chang 1996).  The joint analysis of
symmetry and asymmetry in brand switching using log-multiplicative terms may build on this,
and may lead to new insights.  The ability of our model to examine changes over time can be
extended to examine differences between markets or countries, and to examine these differences
over time. We hope that the present research will alert readers to the potential usefulness of log-
multiplicative models in addressing important issues in social networks.
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NOTES
1 If diagonal cells are not separately dealt with, analyses of journal importance, cohesion, and
structural equivalence can lead to seriously biased results, in particular when the incidence of
self-citations is high and heterogeneous across the various journals in the network.  For
instance, journals with a high incidence of self-citations may appear more important than
journals with a low incidence of self-citations.
TABLE 1
CITATIONS SENT AND RECEIVED IN IJRM’S NETWORK, 1981-1995
Time Period
1981-1983 1984-1986 1987-1989 1990-1992 1993-1995
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Note - S = citations sent to other journals, D = self-citations, R = citations received from other journals; n = 123643.
TABLE 2
EVOLUTION OF IMPORTANCE, COHESION AND STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE IN
IJRM'S CITATION NETWORK, 1981-1995: MODEL SELECTION















SP, RP, D, RC(1) 6a
SP, RP, D, RC(1) 5a
SP, RP, D, RC(1) 6a, RC(1) 5a
SP, RP, D, RC(2) 6a, RC(1) 5a
SP, RP, D, RC(1) 6a, RC(2) 5a


































SP, RP, DP, RC(2) 6c, RC(2) 5e
SP, RP, DP, RC(2) 6b, RC(2) 5b










Note – S, R, P, and D and their interactions refer to log-linear parameters for Sending, Receiving, Time Period, and the Diagonal, as in
equation 1.  RC(M) denotes log-multiplicative terms, where RC is Row-Column model, and M is the number of dimensions.  The
number and letter following RC(M) indicates the specific model as in Clogg and Shihadeh (1994), with:  6 = symmetric, 5 =
asymmetric, a = homogeneous (across time), c and e = heterogeneous, b = partially heterogeneous.  ‘Linear’ means that the
intrinsic association parameter is specified to follow a linear trend over time.
TABLE 3
JOURNAL IMPORTANCE IN IJRM’S NETWORK: 1981-1995.
           Importance per time period
            (uR + uRP)














































































































































COHESION AND STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE IN IJRM’S CITATION NETWORK
Cohesion Structural equivalence
Dimension 1 Dimension 2 Dimension 1 Dimension 2




































































































































































































STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE IN IJRM’S NETWORK:
RECEIVING PATTERNS
ijrm
pr
jesp
imm
jpsp
pb
hbr
psy
eco
mans ejm
jmrs
jr
jbr
ja
jar
mars jcr
jmr
jm
